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enee Adcock could not have imagined the amazing ways her life was
about to change when in 2012, she
walked into a little metaphysical store
and was offered an opportunity to enjoy
the John of God Crystal Light Healing
Bed. As she lay under the pulsing lights
and images came into focus, she immediately realized the crystal lights were
manifesting her own personal healing,
and she decided she wanted to introduce
this to others.
As a young girl, Adcock felt “different” because she had what she can now
define as the gifts of aura viewing, insight
and intuition. Today, she is a spiritual
counselor, studying for a master’s degree
in divinity. Adcock is a natural healer,
skilled in essential oil therapies, and
travels across the country offering sessions on the Crystal Light Healing Bed.
The beds are only allowed to be
purchased by people that have been approved by the famous healer, Joao Teixeira de Faira, John of God (JohnOfGod.
com). “I asked for and received permission, I’m blessed to share this experience
with my life companion Barry Lawton,
Jr.,” says Adcock.
Adcock and Lawton travel from
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town to town, as John of God is said to
have done, hoping to heal multitudes
of people. Of the bed, Adcock states, “I
have set my intention to make it available to as many people as I can. I want to
share its healing properties with all who
are called to the experience.” Adcock
says her life revolves around her travels,
where she offers sessions and provides
spiritual guidance to hundreds of people.

The Crystal Light
Healing Bed

The concept of the bed, also called
crystal bath therapy, is said to have been
channeled to John of God, who then had
it developed for practical use and incorporated it as an important healing modality. “John of God oversees the making of
each and every bed,” says Adcock.
The device has seven extremely clear
and highly polished Vogel cut quartz crystals suspended approximately 12 inches
above the client lying on a massage table.
Each crystal is aligned above one of the
seven human energy centers, or chakras.
Colored lights, chosen to match the
frequency of chakra colors, radiate light
and energy through the crystals to each
respective chakra and pulse on and off in
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specific rhythms to cleanse, balance and
align the energies. The individual receiving the session rests face up with eyes
closed, bathing in the energy.
The crystals for the beds were mined
in the small town of Garimbo de Ouro, in
Brazil, where gold and precious stones,
quartz crystals and amethyst lie beneath
the surface of most of that area, resulting
in what is reportedly a profound energy
emanating from the land. According to
John of God, the crystals making up the
bed were, “born in beds of water, deep
beneath the earth.” They are extracted
from the earth and personally selected
and guaranteed by John of God. Each of
the seven crystals comes from a single
stone and is carefully polished to exacting standards.
An understanding of crystal therapy
was developed by IBM researcher Marcel
Vogel, who spent his lifetime investigating
quartz crystals. He invented microfiber
technologies that send information through
the vibrations of light and designed experiments demonstrating the power of crystals
to affect physical processes.
Crystals have some of the most
orderly molecular structures found in
nature. Vogel discovered that light passing through a crystal will resonate with
the structured patterns of the crystal. One
theory for the health-giving effects of
crystal therapy is that the well-organized
vibration resonating from the crystals
helps to organize the water in our tissues
and cells.
Many believe that the crystal healing light beds are prescribed by the
Entities (healing spirit guides) of John of
God’s healing center, Casa De Dom Inacio. According to Adcock, “The Healing
Spirit Entities of the Casa are able to use

this device as a portal so that they may
more easily make their presence felt to
those who seek their help in healing.”
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What People Might
Experience During
a Session

According to Adcock, when people
visit the crystal bed, they have very
personal experiences. Often, their experiences exceed expectations. Many
people that have experienced the
lights also feel themselves move into
an altered state during a session. Many
say they feel the sensation of being
“worked on” by spirits and some experience a feeling of great atonement to
spirit. Individual experiences can range
from deeply relaxing to energizing or in
some cases, profoundly moving.
While lying on a massage table,
the client relaxes to peaceful music
and the combination of crystals and
color therapy opens and balances the
chakras while clearing blocks in the
energy field. “I have seen clients have
healings from a variety of issues, but
everyone’s experience is so different;
from total relaxation to healing of
physical problems. I have seen visions
and had physical problems disappear
completely,” says Adcock.
The Crystal Bed is a powerful, lifechanging experience for most people.
Many come for the beautiful feeling of
peace, relaxation and spiritual expansion. Those that experience the bed often
feel like their heart has opened and they
know a deep sense of love and peace.
This can result in any type of healing.
Many people feel a great release from
grief or loss. Adcock says, “I believe
anything that does not support us can
be cleared away to result in health, happiness, finding our true purpose and a
closer connection to God.”
Adcock loves working with people
as they evolve in their consciousness
as a result of their session.
Spirit Enlighten will be in Las Vegas
from Mar. 20-25. For more information on scheduling a Crystal Bed
session, call 251-279-0298, email
Renee@SpiritEnlighten.com or visit
SpiritEnlighten.com.

HEALING
HURT
A Hawaiian Mantra Lets Love Back In
H

o’oponopono is an ancient Hawaiian huna, a secret to facilitating forgiveness within; or simply,
the art of forgiveness.
Four healing phrases are employed
in a harmonic mantra to help “make
things right” or “correct the errors”. It
works to cleanse hurt feelings and relieve
suffering from being in an unforgiving or
unforgiven state. According to the Babylon online dictionary, Ho’oponopono is
used to release problems and blocks that
cause imbalance, unease and stress in
the self; bring peace and balance through
physical, mental and spiritual cleansing
that involves repentance and transmutation; and create balance, freedom, love,
peace and wisdom within individuals,
social entities, the world and the universe.
Ho’oponopono Forgiveness Mantra
I am sorry.
Please forgive me.
Thank you.
I love you.

These four forgiveness phrases, both
individually and collectively, help heal
us and our relationships with others,
especially loved ones. Each one melts
hearts and heals souls. Going deeper,
we can voice this mantra in communing
with the divine and see the effect both
within and without.

I am sorry for participating in this erroneous memory data.
Please forgive me for not seeing the
perfection in this moment, and playing
back a universal memory I have received
within me that is riddled with wrongs
and errors.
Thank you for cleansing me, others, the
world and the universe.
I love you. Loving the sweet divine is
the greatest power or energy there is
in all space. I am now loving everyone
involved and affected. I know that my
perceptions of them are within me,
where this error first occurred and where
it can be eradicated.
Like planting a seed in soil that
grows into nothing of our making, the
divine does the work as we allow it to
work through us. As we come to consistently use the Ho’oponopono mantra, we
may elect to select a special word as a
substitute for the whole mantra to use as a
touchstone, so that when we say or think
this word, we are immediately clear and
clean of all the pain associated with any
erroneous memory data presented. Our
heart is healed and family or friends
will return to relationships with a lighter
heart. We do not need to understand how
it works, only that it does.
Source: Adapted from VividLife.me
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